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UGH TEACHING 
A NEWSLETTER HIGHLIGHTING CLASSROOM PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICE AMONG KENNESAW'S FACULTY 
VOLUME 1, NUMBER 1 
Dr. Janis Coombs Epps 
Director of the C.:nrc-r 
for Excellence in 
Teaching ;md 
Leaming (CETU 
F clr rhe Lior H \c"lr' I h<t\'L' l
1 eL·n 
;1 colkge rexlwr. h1r nH>rL' 
)'L'<ll'S th:m th. it l h;t\'e ohscr\·eLl 
teaching gciod h,I. :\lthciugh 
I miul,l h;l\'c tmul'k Jefinmg rlw 
amorrhous concq•t ' •t .. o!c )()(! teach-
ing:' I have no rmui'ie recc igrn:ing 1r 
when I sec it. 
When [think c: , ,cJ ccillc:.;c 
tc;iching l remember nn- sndenr 
unclergrnllU<ltC ye;1r,, I \\<lS Llught 
well ,,,hen l f(\(lk p,,fiflc<d Science 
frllm Dr. Luis tvt( lreLin,l. She undcr-
sroocl the dynamic> , 'r the American 
political svstem, .1rd ,he 11;1s ;1hk tel 
help me shape orclcr , 'llr , it rhe 
discirckr of politic, 1n L.S. in 
1969. Thrnugh hc:r lecrures, 
small group discussh ,ns. ex:ictmg 
tests, torturous .1ssignrnenrs, 
careful fullllwing news 
events, anJ the Cl 1rH,mt ralk , lt. 
teacher teaching - stuLlcnts 
<e:ichmc; reacher. tel guillc 
uur thinking ahcn1t , \lff in the 
world. \'.(\> were 
In much the sc1rne '.1 cl\' I l'elie\'C [1r. 
June Aldridge unckT,rc \L)J goud 
1 . .1 l_ . • l re:1crnng, u 1uugn Inl; ,l \ 1e 
,Jitkred markedk rr, 'Il1 !Ir. \ lnrcLmd. 
I 1ere 11,<1s a \\'< lm:1n , "h, ise f, m11:1L 
srrucrurL'J ;1ppnnch r 1 rhe srudv 
SlukespL\lrL' made us feel that our 
cLhsrornn \\'as in a time warp and we 
\\ere p;m , \t the hrtcr half of the 16th 
cent urv. Bclm1d her hack we called 
her "the , ikl maid school rnarm'.' In 
rrurh she \\ :b quire young and attrac-
tive, bur her ;1uthoritarian strictness 
in mmcr, .icademic made us think of 
her <lS Sl ll11Cl 11w old. Yet, her very 
stc;1dine's helped us reach new under-
st;mLlings , it Shakespearian verse as 
we memun:cd, recited and explained 




teaching from bad 
seems to be the 
ability to reach!' 
Un rhc ,irher hand, the teaching l 
received in my first college Algebra 
chss was terrible. I have aka vs heen 
intimid:ireJ by numbers so admittedly 
I did mlt hing much to the class-
room. Bur that is \vhen the best 
tc:Khing is ,iemandcd. My teacher 
was (me , 1f the most respected on 
campus - J graduate of MIT, a top 
re:ie:ircher m his field, a truly brilbmt 
pcr~lJn. \Ct. \;:hen he stood before us 
it was as 1t .m unhridgeahlc chasm a 
mile 11,i,lc l.11· between us and him. 
\Ve Llid llllt understand the concepts 
FALL, 1987 
or his examples, and we were tcxi 
frightened (lest he founJ , iut 
Jumh we reallv were) to :1sk cjuestions 
that is, if we were far enough along 
in our understanding to even h..: able 
to phrase 1v hat it was we didn't know. 
In other words, 11·e were not re:iched. 
As I have rct1ccrcd c ir1 rhc cc' lch-
ing I have been exl'lbecl t() .-1 dll' 
teaching I ha\·e Jone, rhe curnrlllm 
thread that separates good te:Khing 
from bad seems to he the ahilir\' w 
reach- to make contact, to m;1ke 
connection, to touch something in 
another, to find common gwuncl. to 
en,t.;age in, to explore. The cl1mmon 
thread in all good teaching is rc'Lll:hing 
students and students reachin; inside 
themselves and 1wu:hing out\\',ird to 
the world. TI1is newsletter celebrates 
reaching through teaching. 
Reaching thnnigh TeLu:lung is J vehi-
cle for reflecting upon our te:iching, 
for sharing 1vith l)Ur peers 1\·hJt we do 
in our classrooms, for examining and 
analyzing the pedagogy thruu:.::h which 
we impart llUr disciplines, for [\lrti-
cipating in vigorous dialogue \\-1th 
(•ne another about crucial issues sur-
rounding instrnction, ~md ultimately 
for enhancing the centrality ,,t 
teaching at Kennesaw. 
Tell us what rnu llo, what \c1u think 
about what yc1u do, why you ,{,1 it, <ind 
l"''''' ,~.-.,.~,,. . ..,,r.' .... _\.'r'lr•t-...,~ f-(> ,1,l,.'lr ,.,,,, ,-1r-... 
ill)\/\/ 0LU'-H. .... lll:J l\.,,"'~'\.,JllLl l\_l HllUl ~\.IU '--'-'-' 
such that "re1ching thmugh teaching" 
is the hallmark. rhe c1use cclebre, the 
raison d'etre (iKennesaw C,•llcue. • 
A TRADITIONAL DISCIPLINE 
JOI S FORCES WITH THE NEW AGE 
OR THE ART OF TEACHING STUDENTS TO WRITE WITHOUT USING A PENCIL 
Dr. Paula Yow 
Assistant Professor of English 
I 
'm nor ashamed to admit that I 
was dragged kicking and scream-
ing into the G1mputer Age. Nor 
do I deny that I long for my VW bug 
and the old Saturday Night Live. 
1l1ings were simpler then, including 
teaching Freshman U)mposition. 
1l1en people could read. 1l1cn they 
knew the parts of speech. 1lwn they 
knew they had to learn ro \vrire 
because writing was something edu-
cated people could do fairly effort-
lessly. But now things are different. 
Now a sheet of blank notebook paper 
to he filled with their mvn thoughts 
anJ insights evokes terror in their 
little hearts. And this is where the 
computer, the altar of modem society, 
Dr. Paula Ycnu A discifJle of tlu> New Age. 
comes in. They aren't afraid of a blank 
screen. And the soothing sound of 
the keys popping and snapping fits 
the rhythm of their chewing gum. 
Yes, they LOVE those classes in the 
schedule with computer after them. 
1l1ey're home; they're safo. No one 
,.....,-,..--. ,~, .... n ~l ... ,..,. {c.,-...hli:::. rv1111f11l ;::.ft>1rt...: 
\.-<111 <)LL lll\... 1\...-\...lllL- 1 f-'U.lJ.llU~ '-''~"-'~t.-u 
punctuated by white-out, smudged by 
the erasable ballpoint pen. And now 
I'm the first to admit that teaching 
composition on the computer is one 
of the greatest innovations in my 
discipline since MLA went to inter-
nal documentation. Sure, I miss the 
heads bowed in silence, the tongues 
peeking out of the comers of their 
mouths as pens scratch and trash 
cans fill with paper balled up and 
tossed. U)mputers make it easier, 
simpler. And I'm a big disciple of 
Thoreau: "Simplify, simplify. "Now 
the papers are legible, the ideas more 
fully developed because the machine 
gives them the confidence to try, to 
write and rewrite with a simple touch 
of a backspace or delete key. And we 
have more time to think together. 
So here I am a disciple of the NEW 
AGE. And the convergence of com-
position and computer has been a most 
harmonious one for me - and for 
thousands of students of writing: 41 
REACl•il G 
THROUGH TEACHING 
Please share with us your ideas about teaching m:J the c'xciring strategies 
you ll'iC for making your classrooms succCSiiful. Our next deadline submissions 
is November 15. Please send all articles to Janis Coombs Epps in THE CENTER 
FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AND LEARNING (CETL). 
We would like to thank the contributors to our inaugural issue of Reaching 
through Teaching for using their time between the close of summer quarter 
and the opening of fall quarter to write about teaching. 
Giving guidance and vision to CETL, under the Jirection of Janis Epps, 
is a Faculty Advisory 01uncil made up of Kennesaw's "Distinguished 
Teachers" and the 1986-87 study group on "Taking Teaching Seriously." 
Members of the Faculty Advisory Council to CETL include: 
Mary Bumgarner - Assistant Professor of Economics 
Kathleen Fleizar Professor of Biology 
Linda Hodges - Associate Professor of Chemistry 
Bill Hill Associate Professor of Psychology 






Director of CAPS 
Associate Professor of Physical Education 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
Associate Professor of Business 
Interim Vice President of 
Academic Affairs 
Professor of Mathematics and Academic 
01mputer Sciences 01ordinator 
Dede Yow - Assistant Professor of English 
Janis C. Epps - Editor 
Cindy Best - Secretary 
Kennesaw College, a unit of the Universiry System of Georgia, is an affir-
mative action/equal educational and employment c1pportunity institution. 
WHY FOCUS ON TEACHING IN CETL? 
Dr. Ed Rugg Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs 
W hen CE1L was formed four years ago, it was envisioned to hecome a 
Llepartment that not only provided 
instn1crional resources and supp:m ser-
vices to the faculty, but also a center 
for the prnmorion of excellence in 
teaching and learning. TI1is depart-
ment's name was carefully chosen and 
reflected the top priority of its mutiple 
functions - a Center for Excellence 
in Teaching and Leaming. 
Looking back now, we see that 
CE1L has made substantial progress 
in developing and enhancing its 
instructiona I resources and supp: lrt 
services mission. You will be pleasoJ 
to know that those advances will 
continue for the coming year under 
the "CE1L umbrella" and adminis-
tration of Dr. Joe Kelly, Director of 
Instructional Resources. 
I am also pleased to report that a 
new faculty initiative was launched 
last spring to strengthen the other 
principal thrust of CE1L that of 
establishing a center which promotes 
the centrality of effective teaching at 
Kennesaw College. TI1is initiative 
will be spearheaded by Dr. Janis Epps, 
Director of CE1L, with the aid of a 
newly fom1ed Faculty Advisory Com-
mittee tu CETL. 
Some may ask, "Why is it so im-
portant to establish CE1L's thrust on 
effective teaching?" Herc are jl15t a 
few of the rationales supporting this 
initiative: 
Historically, we have prided our-
selves in having high quality teach-
ing as our number one priority at 
Kennesaw. Indeed, the centrality of 
teLu:hing represent'\ the heart of our 
enterprise and is responsible for much 
of our institutional effectiveness and 
success. CETL has a natural and 
vital role to play in preserving and 
promoting the centrality of teach-
ing at a college like Kennesaw. 
Dr. Nancy King - exemplifying teaching, the heart of our enterprise. 
Whenever I ask students and 
alumni what they appreciate most 
about Kennesaw College, the 
response is predictably consistent 
- "The faculty!" Our faculty are 
routinely praised for their unusually 
fine performance as teachers and 
their caring and responsive attitudes 
toward students. CE1L has an im-
portant role to play in fostering 
strong and productive relationships 
between teachers and students here. 
Ernest Boyer captured the essence 
of public concern about colleges 
and universities in his new book, 
G)Uege, when he defined truly 
excellent institutions as those which 
care about teaching, know their 
students, have a spirit of community 
on the campus, and can document 
student achievement. It is becom-
ing increasingly clear that the 
public, which supports higher 
education and Kennesaw College 
in particular, expects us to be effec-
tive in teaching. CE1L has an 
important role to play in helping 
us meet those expectations. 
Many of us have pursued careers 
in higher education because we 
enjoy teaching. Many of us joined 
the faculty at Kennesaw because 
of the special commitment that is 
made to teaching here. We are 
good teachers, and we aspire to be 
better. CE1L can he important to 
all of us in our per: , and profes-
sional development as educators. 
If there is one principal reason why 
faculty, the department chairs, the 
deans, myself, and the president sup-
port a teaching focus for CE1L, it 
is simply this: We take teaching 
seriously at Kennesaw College! Affirm 
with me if you will your commitment 
to teaching through your support and 
encouragement of Janis and her advi-
sory committee as they work to 
sharpen CETL's focus on the 
advancement of teaching and teachers 
in the year ahead. Ci 
POPEYE COMES TO BREAKFAST 
An Approach To Teaching Western World Literature 
Dr. Mary B. Zeigler 
Associate Professor of English 
P upeye came to breakfast, con-tinental hreakfast, at Kennesaw College. Not Popeye Doyle, 
the detective in The French Connec-
ti(m, hut Popeye, the Sailor Man 
along with his lady friend Olive Oyl. 
At the end of the 1986-87 Spring 
Quarter my Western World Literature 
class (English 201) celebrated the end 
llf a hardworking, fa;r-~~aced tem1 by 
presenting a Continental Breakfast 
TI1catre: the menu, continental 
hreakfast food (buffer-style) and the 
program, Pot)cyc, th<..' Robert Altman 
film. starring Rohin Williams and 
Shelley Duvall. (TI1c huff et help 
came frrnn Contimung Ec1uc1ti,m; 
the rrojcction, courresv 'if CETL.) It 
seemed an appmpri;lte way for a 9:20 
class to end, in a highlv entertaining 
yet infom1ative manner, :1 sru1..h-
\\'hose focus had been on the im1ge 
of the hem and the bely in western 
liter::iture ::ind \\·hose pivotal figures 
h:d been Popeye :mc1 Olive Oyl. 
The hero, 111 111~ ;1nd lc,L:;cnll, is ~1 
man of great strength ;m1..1 cour:1ge, 
fanired by the gods: he is :1dmired 
for his courage, nobility, and his 
exploits in war. In literature he may 
draw sympathy from his audience and 
may be honored for his achievement. 
The lady, in old fashioned terms, is a 
woman with reference to the man 
who is her devoted attendant. She is 
a woman of high social position; she 
is polite, refined, and well-mannered. 
Popeye and Olive Oyl, obvious caric-
atures of these images, served as a 
link between the familiar 20th 
century pop culture and the more 
remote, less familiar folk-literary cul-
ture of the Ancient, Medieval, and 
Renaissance period<;. 
First, the familiar characteristics of 
this pop culture hero could easily be 
juxtaposed with those of the ancient 
hemes who set the standard for folk-
lore and literature. Popeye, already in 
loyal service to country, never hesi-
tates to go to the aid of his lady, 
without thinking of risk to life or 
limb. He is respectful of the rights of 
others but will boast of his own abili-
ties ("because [he] cats [his] 
spinach"), and never backs away 
from a challenge. Joseph, a Judeo-
c-:hristian hero, ren1ai11ed loyal to his 
lord, to his father, and even to his 
Egyptidn masters because they had 
entrusted him with great responsibili-
ties. Neither is Joseph slow to accept 
the challenge. Similarly, the Trojans 
Hector and Aene~1'. 
Achilles and Odysseus go to war m 
loyal support of another, do n,lt 
shrink from battle, revere and respect 
their gods and countrymen, and 
Achilles excepted think ut l>thers 
before themselves. P~iris, the c>ne who 
started the Trojan \Vn. seems nut to 
have these selfless attributes. Lnlike 
the others, he is in the war because of 
his love for Helen whom he had 
stolen and refused to return. But he 
too rallies to the aid of his h,ithers 
and countrymen 1 rhe un::mg and 
encouragement of Helen anJ ;:'fcl\'es 
himself heroic. 
The lady Olive Oyl is the ~u1S\\·er 
to Popeye's dream. A Betry Bclnp she 
is not - probably Betry BocT'' worst 
nightmare but Popeye k1\·es hc:r 
nonetheless. She is tall and ,[ender, 
but to the point of emaciari,1n, Jnd 
has long dark shining hair, hit 1r b 
pulled in a narc knot so tight that 
her eyes bulge, Olive is helple'°'' 
against her strong brntish su1wr:; and 
is :ilw;ry·s screeching for hell' h\lm 
Popeye. Mindless and self-centered. 
with a voice that would curdle: 
skimmed milk, Olive is surely and 
purely loved by Popeye. Her ancient 
literary counterpart Lady Helen is 
Paris' love. Lcgemled as the most 
beautiful woman in the world - "the 
face that launched a thousand ships" 
in direct contrast ro Olive whose 
face could sink a thousand ships, 
Helen is quite s1miiar to Olive Oyl in 
her dependence on her hero to pro-
tect her. She is helpless to defend 
against the male-dominated culture 
which deems women subservient to 
men and, inevitably, the property of 
their husbands. Penelope, Odysseus' 
queen, and Dido, Aeneas' consort, 
subject to the same cultural circum-
stance, manage somewhat differently 
from Olive Oyl. While they arc all 
loyal to their heroes, withstanding 
the attempts by others to dissuade 
them, Penelope's wisdom and forti-
tude stand her in good stead during 
Odysseus's absence. On the other 
hand, Dido's tragic madness, her deep 
emotional attachment to Aeneas and 
her self-effacing despondency lead to 
her death when Aene<L~ leaves her. 
"fo make this ancient world of war-
ring Greek heroes and beautiful ladies 
more understandable, it was put into 
other 20th century tenns through 
CETL's BBC film The Greeks: Hcros 
and Men. l11is presentation explained 
the relationship of the Greeks to 
their deities, and told about the 
Greek story-tellers-Homer, Aeschylus, 
Sophocles, Euripides - and their 
stories of Acheans and Trojans during 
and after the Trojan War. 
By the time our study reached the 
Middle Ages. otherwise called the 
Medieval Period, the students were 
already familiar enough with the 
Ancient literature to sec immediate 
parallels and to note the apparent 
contradictions between the heroes 
and ladies of the two periods. 
During the Renaissance study, the 
Popeye cartoon "Popeye Meets Ali 
Baba and rhe Forty Thieves" added 
some levity to the seriousness Gf 
Shakespeare's Hamlet while it 
enhanced the humor of Cervantes' 
Don Quixote. 
These comic, tragic, and satirical 
relationships continue throughout 
literary history and into the 20th 
century pop culture media; the comic 
strip, the animated cartoon, and the 
movie. The pop-culture hero Popeye 
put the standards of the hero into 
simplified, one dimensional tenns for 
anyone in the general public. The 
Continental Breakfast Theatre 
"The Hero and the Lady in Western 
World Literature: From Paris and 
Helen to Popeye and Olive Oyl" -
was one more way to accomplish that 
purpose. It helped to make learning a 
more enjoyable process. The students 
wanted to have a party at the end of 
the term, and I had plans to show the 
movie. Together we devised the thea-
tre to combine the two activities. 
The Student Activities Room in the 
Student Center was arranged for 
theatre seating and a buffet. A 
printed program of the event 
included the names of the students in 
the class, an insert to commend the 
students with a Daily Average of "A" 
and questions to consider while view-
ing the film: (1) What characteristics 
of the hero from the Ancient period, 
the Middle Ages, and the Renais-
sance are maintained in the hero 
Popeye? (2) What v.ariations to the 
hero and lady images have this 20th 
century comedy made? (3) The 
quest/journey motif is a familiar one 
in literature. How is this motif used 
in Popeye? Is its purpose as lofty as the 
traditional uses of the quest? 
(4) As a genre, the Popeye animated 
cartoon tends toward fantasy, perhaps 
the fanta5tic. What qualities does the 
movie genre bring to Popeye? And 
(5) Compare Popeye and Olive Oyl 
to Paris and Helen. Through this 
fom1at students gain the additional 
benefits of learning to evaluate movie 
genre in terms other than the cus-
tomary fast action, sex, and horror. 
They recognize the long lasting tradi-
tional images and idea-; that seem to 
linger imperceptibly in our cultural 
consciousness. In fact, I myself never 
fully appreciated the Popeye charac-
teriz:ition until I began considering its 
relevance in cartoon heroism an 
hegan to see the duplication of 
elements from literature. The corn-
parision seen1ed an effective "":ay of 
making the study of Western World 
literature more immediate. 
Popeye and Olive 
OYl served as a 
lirik benveen the 
familiar 20TH 
century pop culture 
and the more 
remote folk"'literary 




REFLECTIONS ON THE 
E ] OFTEACH G 
n .. l-l11rrh r H11nt 
.L./ .l• ..L .a..uoi-.1. """""""• .................. "" 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
A t the beginning uf each quarter I ask my stuJents to tell me a bit atx)ut themselves 
by writing a short essay with the title, 
"Who Arn I!" Most quarters I Jo the 
assihrnment myself. I collect the essays 
written by the students and frequently 
I pass out the essay I write. Recently 
I reviewed the "Who Am I;" ~tate­
ments I have received from the stu-
dents and those I have written over 
the past few years. I can assure you 
that a discussion of the students' 
essays would be of greater interest to 
you, but one thing stmck me about 
the essays I have written, ti::: .. I inevit-
ably express my most rersonal thoughts 
- insignificant though they surely are 
about myself as a college rrofcssor. 
Pennit me to offer a few rnmbling 
observations on why I identify so 
strongly with college "professoring'.' I 
shall present two sets of observations. 
First I shall present a few "ideas" that 
evolve out of the meaning of the word 
"teach'.' Second, I shall note some of 
the "joys" of teaching. I hore these 
thoughts give you some impression of 
my understanding of and emhu5ia5m 
for the profession of teaching. 
First some clarity of definition, and 
for that I tum to the lexical Jefini-
tion of the word "teach:' "Teach" 
comes from the Old English "taecan" 
(token). "Token" in tum comes from 
the Gothic and Germanic words for 
" · " d " k" [I l sign an mar . stop 1ere, 
though obviou5ly the etymology goes 
back to the ancient languages of our 
culture.] Reflection over the process 
of "marking" leads to the notion of 
"engraving:' i.e., marking something 
in a precise manner so that it has a 
unique identity. Further reflection 
quickly carries over to tl1e idea_ of 
"charncter." Etymologicallv, "charncter" 
comes, though via another route, from 
words used in the same process of 
engraving and marking. From this forny 
into our linguistic past, at least this 
much is clear to me: when we "teach" 
we "engrave" students with marks 
that stand out as labels, as character 
traits. As awkward as it sounds, when 
we "teach" we "character" our 
students. Actually there are parallels 
here with the etymological signifi-
cance of the terms "mark of Cain" 
and "mark of Yahweh" in Genesis. 
[Note that the "mark of Cain" is a 
"protective" (hence, positive) mark 
God gives to Cain. In popular usage 
the phrase "mark of Cain" usually 
has a negative connotation.] 
Students learn as 
a result of the 
painful, frustrating 
dialogical encounter 
with a dilemma. 
Lest I be accused of committing 
the genetic fallacy, I do not suggest 
that the above comments are the 
meaning of the word "teach:' but I do 
suggest that they are symbolic of a 
significant portion of the meaning of 
the term. Whether one examines 
Plato's The Republic, Augustine's 
delightful little dialog on Teaching, 
Rousseau'.s Emile, or a myriad of 
modem writers, one finds that most 
educators grapple with the practical 
dimension of teaching by struggling 
with the nature and meaning of two 
dimensions of the "engraving" pro-
cess, viz., how to make the mark 
(method) and the nature of the 
finished mark (content). 
Though it is risky business and 
invites dialog (one of the main pur-
wses of shared reflection), I shall 
~evertheless comment on both 
method and content. First, method. 
How is the mark made? What tools 
are used? If one accepts the premise 
that education is a process of "draw-
ing out" or expanding the horizons of 
students; or if seen from a slightly dif-
ferent perspective, education is the 
critical appropriation of the tradition, 
then one adopts tools appropriate to 
the task. Furthem10re, if one feels 
obligated to avoid the "funnel" 
theory of teaching, i.e., the idea that 
teaching is a process of pouring 
knowledge into the heads of the 
students (in other words, the "active" 
professors know, the "rassive" 
students learn from Juthorities), 
then one adopts a method that in-
volves the students in the learning 
process. Gauged by the reaction I 
have received from my students over 
the years, I have most success with 
the exclusive us,, , - "\blngical" 
form of instmction. Obviously this is 
the case with a course such as Intro-
duction to Philosophy. With other 
courses, however, especially those 
with a different content, e.g., the so-
called "skills" course~. e.g., logic, I 
have found the Jialog1cal approach 
to be equally successful. To be sure, 
the use of dialog does not mle out 
other methods if they are used as 
introductory techniques, e.g., a lec-
ture to set up a discussion or a prob-
lem; or a slide to give a 
set of visual images of the relation-
ship between art and the perspective 
on death in the Middle Ages. 
In summary regarding the question 
of method, it has been my experience 
over the years that the "knowledge" 
students carry away from courses is 
the "knowledge" they "learn" as a 
result of the painful, frustrating (even 
inconclusive) dialogical encounter 
with a dilemma - whatever its 
nature, be it the problem of free will, 
the nature of morality, or how to 
write an effective essay. Obviously 
with the last dilemma, but also with 
the first two, the prof es.sor and the 
students share the experience of pain 
and frustration because the dialogical 
encounter will involve written work 
that ffilL'it be passed back and forth 
several times. 
Now for a fow comments on the 
question of the content. If education 
involves getting students ro "draw 
out, expand, and criticallv appro-
priate" their traditions, the question 
might be put: w·hat is "tradition?" 
Here we encounter leviathan, both 
in rhe biblical and Hobbesian sense 
of the tenn. In fact, how do we start 
to grapple with the beast? What is 
the exact nature of the heast? Though 
I do not know the answer to either 
question, I do know that there must 
be a constant attempt to do battle 
with it. Otherwise, we forget that the 
beast is in our midst, and we are slmvly 
consumed to the degree that we live 
in an existential vacuum, void of any 
content whatsoever - except, of course, 
the content that each selects as relevant 
to the moment. This is my way of 
alluding to the situation that many of 
the reports on the status of the profes-
sion address in a general way and that 
Alan Bloom addresses in a specific, 
challenging, and powerfiil way in The 
Closing nf the American ?v!ind. 
Personally, I adopt the perspective on 
tradition that unless regardless of the 
course of study and in many cases 
because of the course of study - we do 
something to cause students constantly 
(and not jll'it for a course or two during 
the first two years) to grapple with the 
many facets of our artistic, literary, 
scientific, moral, and liguistic tradi-
tions, then we do a disservice to them, 
if, that is, our goal is to have them 
leave our classrooms with something 
called an education in the sense 
addressed above, i.e., with some new 
marks on their character. For example, 
unless we expose our students to the 
rigors of the different methodologies 
employed by the disciplines, with their 
different claims, ground, warrants, and 
backings (and not pretend that we can 
"teach" neutral skills called "critical 
thinking" and "learning how to learn" 
- both meaningless tem1s unless 
critically placed within a given context 
and fully understood in relationship to 
Tcachin[!; cni.,iym·cs stlUlcnts with marks that stand out as character traits. 
other contexts); unless we give students 
ample opportuniry dialectically and 
dialogically to encounter the various 
methodologies and to compare and 
contrast them; unless we provide 
models and mentors to facilitate the 
whole process, then sadly we might 
discover that as professionals we are 
playing the role of the ancient Greek 
ferryman of the dead who makes a 
wrong turn and as a result eternally 
condemns the corpses for which he is 
personally responsible to a world some-
where between the living and the 
dead. To say the same thing in another 
way, if we pay little or no attention to 
the above-noted points, we would do 
our students a disservice and either give 
them the idea that the method they 
learn in their majors is the method for 
understanding the cosmos or give them 
a pablum of vacuous, discipline-specific 
perspectives that have little or no lL~e 
except as they relate to a specific job-
oriented task, or both. 
The above distinction is not meant 
to raise the specter of either/or both/ 
and when it comes to the question of 
liberal and professional education. It is 
meant, however, strongly to suggest 
that there is a basic tradition or founda-
tion upon which an education must be 
based. Without that foundation, there 
is nothing to discuss except the so-
called relevant topics - and indeed the 
fact that we have evolved so far away 
from the rigors of content-based educa-
tion might be used to explain why 
there is silence in the cla>'iroom today 
when some of the pressing ,JUL>riuns 
facing us are put on the table for 
discussion. Unless one knows some-
thing about a particular tradition, then 
one cannot critique it in order wisely to 
appropriate, modify, or abandon it. 
That is not to suggest, however, that 
some (a few, many?) students have diffi-
culty with certain questions. They do 
not, because in some cases they simply 
dismiss the question as either "stupid" 
or "irrelevant" (to what? I always ask). 
In conclusion, in spite of the tone of 
the last paragraph, there are joys 
associated with teaching that counter 
any one or all of the above-noted 
challenges. Encountering students who 
want to know just for the sake of 
knowing, without the notion of 
"relevance" clipping at their heels at 
every moment, is thrilling, challenging, 
and downright fun. I shall never forget 
one of my college professors, right at 
the beginning of the quarter and with 
great animation and enthusiasm, tell-
ing the story of how he had longed to 
be a professor and how he could not 
believe it when he became one and 
was actually paid to do something he 
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enjoyed '.i<l much. I understood his 
words, hut initially their significance 
did not sink in fully. By the end of the 
quarter, after being exposed ro his pas-
sion and after encountering it in others 
in the works he had us read, the mean-
ing of the story settled in with full 
force. His wurds stirred me and stirred 
within me. I finally understood the 
relationship between Eros and Knowl-
edge, between passsion (use the image 
of sexual energy here if it helps you get 
my point) and the search fClr truth. In 
another way, this little incident served as 
the "moment" for me, i.e., the signifi-
cant "moment" when something that 
had been lumbering around in the attic 
of my heritage forcefully came to life. 
The moment put me in touch with the 
tradition out of which I had evolved (and 
we do indeed evolve out of both a 
biological and an intellectual heritage) 
and it made me want to try to answer 
the question "who am !:" by bouncing 
off the manifold aspects of the tradition. 
Somehow, this little story symbolizes 
for me JU.St what the profession of 
teaching is all about: making a "mark'' 
on someone's character. Note, 
however, the "mark" is the important 
thing, not the "marker." This fits so 
nicelv with the Socratic notion of in-
tellectual "midwifery." Rememher, 
n1or11cnts after the delivery 1Jf the haby 
(the new ideas, the new perspective) 
the md\\1te \the teacher) .L;oes awav. 9 
MAX HEADROOM 
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Deep within the ran-dom-access memory of the Network XXIII 
mainframe computer lives Max 
Headroom, alter ego of intrepid 
reporter Edison Carter. The 
creation of Network XXIII's res-
ident software genius, Max is a 
computer-generated image of 
Carter's mind, the result of a 
"memory dump'.' Weekly epi-
sodes of Max Headroom, a cur-
rent television series, chronicle 
the adventures of Max and Edi-
son as they battle corruption 
"20 minutes into the future'.' 
The story lines address topical 
social and moral issues, such as 
computer crime and the advoc-
acy of violence as a means of 
boosting television ratings (Net-
work XXIII is a large TV station 
of the future). Many of the epi-
sodes deal directly, or indirectly, 
with situations involving the uses 
and misuses of computers, pro-
viding a rich atmosphere for the 
exploration of the ways in which 
computers affect today's sociery. 
For this reason, I decided to use 
Max Headroom to generate in-
terest and discussion in my 
Computer Science 100 course. In 
the Computer Literacy course, 
we study terminology of com-
puters and the impact of the 
computer, socially and morally, 
on our every day lives. 
During Spring Quarrer of 
1987, I used Ma.x He,Jmom as 
part of my CS 100 course. Since 
the show had just premiered, 
some of the students had seen 
the first episode, which told of 
Max's creation w;ing sophisti-
cated computer p 
discussed the episode, listing 
the computer-related terms 
which had been used on the 
show. We decided those who 
could would watch the show 
each week, with discussion to 
take place the day after each 
episode. This was NOT an as-
signed activiry, since some stu-
dents could not see all 
installments of the series. As 
the quarter progressed, more 
students became ho<Jked on 
Max, finding the series to be of 
interest in terms of the topics 
being studied in issues and 
computer terminology in a 
"real-life" situation. The stu-
dents tended to be more in-
volved in class discussions and 
seemed to appreciate a novel 
approach to the teaching of 
topics which can be difficult 
and intimidating. I am cur-
rently taping epsisodes of Max 
Headrwm for use with my next 
Computer Literacy course. fl 
A 
Dr. Bowman Davis 
Professor of Biology 
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S incc its inception in Fall Quarter, 1983, KC 101 has served as an extended llricn-
tation course that addresses the prob-
lems associated with student transi-
tion from high school to a more 
demanding college em· in mmenr. 
Specificallv, frequent \\Titing 
assignments and ma! presenr<itll1ns 
arc uscll to identify and assist students 
with communic1tion pmHems. 
Aspects uf the course hclr1 r,J clcvclop 
ur to enh,mce skills in studnng, note-
taking ,md test-taking. Rdcrem:e use 'if 
the libmrv and (lrienranun tLl lb Llther 
services <lfL' inclLJded <JS wdl. Croup 
process exercises are LISL'Ll ttl huikl a 
sense ot cnnaraderie ;1!lll mg tell, lW 
students, and an informal 'lSSLlCi,1tion 
with teaching facult\· m!Llenr-
faculty menturing. L1m1km:atiun of 
students with cunpus facilities <md 
resources, sLJch as C"·\PS 1'rngL1ms; 
academic cornputing facilities; 
reading, writing, and math bburator\· 
services; ,mJ a \·arierv (if srudcnr 
clubs and ,irgani:<1rium, lw lr1s pr, l-
' 1 mote tlle success new st Lkll'nrs. 
In its five \'L'ars uf exist<..'nce .. mnual 
KC 101 m1l!cnt enrollment grown 




by 150 percent. l11e program's growth 
is limited by the number of sections 
that can be offered. For example, the 
past four Fall Quarters have shown all 
KC 101 sections to range between 95 
and 100 percent filled. Approximately 
130 faculty and staff members have 
completL'll the training workshop quali-
fying them to teach the course. Com-
pletion of this workshop serves a faculty 
develupment function by exposing 
facult\' to changing trends in student 
values and academic preparedness and 
by llernunstrating new contexts and 
methods t~ lr the presentation of tradi-
tional C()l!rse content. These aspects 
'if rhe workshop are applicable to 
reaching responsibilities in a variety 
of ac1dernic disciplines, not just the 
KC 101 Cllurse. 
B\· <liding the assimilation of new 
students int,J the college environ-
ment, Cl 1ur:;es such as KC 101 mav 
l'fll\'e ro enhance student retention. 
Consistent with Kennesaw's emphasis 
,m "enrollment management'.' the 
KC 101 prngram has recently been 
rnmbinc'd with new student orienta-
tion ;md L'Xpanded academic advise-
ment progr<ims to provide a three-
ph(bcd 11pprl.Jach tl) ertl1ance student 
sucC<..'SS arlll, hopefully, student reten-
tion. These three phases comprise 
the New Student Experience program. 
Since 1984, the college has main-
tained a computerized student reten-
tion database, making it possible to 
follow students' pn 
their undergraduate education pro-
grams. Using this database, the 
academic progress of students com-
pleting KC 101 can be compared with 
that of a control group with similar 
academic abilities. Although the darn 
are preliminary at this time, compari-
S(m of these two groups show stwlerm 
completing KC 101 to have greater 
rer:ention rates, higher quarterly GPA's. 
and higheT cumulative GPA'.s. 
Cursory examimtion of the KC 101 
course content wouLi lead one to 
conclude that the program has its 
greatest benefit in enhancing the suc-
cess of weaker students. This conclu-
sion may not be the whole trnth! 
Surprisingly, the drop-out rates during 
the first year, when weaker students 
are nonnally lost, are not significantly 
different between the KC 101 and 
control groups. Instead, the retemum 
of bem:r students is enhanced in the KC 
101 gruup (about twice the retention 
rate ,l control students with similarly 
high Sl\.T scores). This finding is current, 
lv being examined more closely, and more 
details will fr1llow at a later date. fli 
I BOOK REVIEW I LC> 
THE PRESENT STATE OF AMERICAN EDUCATION 
Dr. Robert W. Hill 
Chairman, Department of English 
JU ~;j~J:'1~~;~x~r~~r~(s~~~~:~1g 
JU and Schuster, 1987) and E. 0. 
Hirsch's Cultural Utero.cy (Houghton 
Mifflin, 1987) are conservative works 
that vigorously criticize the present 
state of American education. Bloom's 
lanf_,1uage is crankier, his book takes 
on a wider range of problems, and it 
finally goes deeper than Hirsch's, 
which has been hest - and a little 
unfairly - known as the book with 
the sixty-four-page list of things every 
"literate American" should know 
(152-215). Nonetheless, the two arc 
excellent complements for anyone 
interested in the many current 
debates over American education. 
Derek Bok, Harvard University's 
assertive spokesman against Educa-
tion Secretary William Bennett and 
others' assaults on the present perfor-
mance of colleges, is right when he 
points out that education-bashing is 
pretty easy to do. When they arc not 
teaching what we think they should 
-- or what we were taught in our day 
- then schools arc magically trans-
formed into fish in the proverbial bar-
rel, with all the plinking world bear-
ing arms. Students don't read 
enough; they don't think deeply 
enough; they don't know enough to 
share knowledge or skills with any 
real understanding; and teachers from 
top to bottom are at fault. 
But Bloom and Hirsch are not just 
bashing; they see clear goals for 
education, and they see an urgent 
need to reach them. Most impor-
tantly, both men faithfully want to 
correct problems that teachers at 
every level have complained about. 
Both also recognize that superficial 
fix-it programs cannot cure the ills 
~ 
\1,.-l/9 ~ ~, ~ \ j .-~fl'. ~ ~ 
~ ·~ ~ ·~ ·~ ·~ 
they diagnose. Their simple point is 
that learning as well as teaching -
must be taken seriously. As gloomy 
Bloom says, "We are long past the 
age when a whole tradition could be 
stored up in all students, to be fruit-
fully used later by some. Only those 
who are willing to take risks and are 
ready to be! ieve the implausible are 
now fit for a bookish adventure. The 
desire must come from within" (64-65). 
Recognizing what T. S. Eliot called 
"dissociation of sensibility," Bloom 
says rhat there is not enough 
coherence and compatibility within 
and among the fields of academic 
knowledge. Thus, the teaching of the 
young is fragmented, chaotic, and the 
uni\·ersity - the place of many sides 
- is "decomposing'.' Bloom main-
tains rhat the love of philosophy - of 
truth - seeking ensures the com-
munity of human reason. He also 
makes it very plain that truth is not 
the province of academicians alone. 
Nevertheless, the mcxlem charters 
given to institutions of formal educa-
tion place huge responsibilities on 
the educators. Hirsch and Bloom 
both grant that some hope may lie 
with a Great Books curriculum; but 
Bloom insists upon careful study, 
excellent minds, and something 
other than the mere presentation of 
Cliff Notes knowledge, cocktail party 
dilettantism, if we are to regain a pro-
found sense of learning and, there-
fore, community. Here he sees the 
responsibility lying with teachers who 
must be intellectually and emotionally, 
as well as pedagogically, up to the task 
of conveying the greatest thoughts 
of the ages. He is not optimistic at 
this point. 
Over and over, though, he returns 
to the responsibility of the student 
for his or her own education, for the 
proper attitudes and commitments to 
learning. The effects of provincial 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l"l;.:.,i~. _.i..;.4f'! l.~.-4~. 
~ -~ 't.'fa! 't.'fa! "t.'fa! ·~ 
self-interest (different from enlight-
ened self-interest), of ignorant 
arrogance, of a misinformed and 
tyrannical educational democrary 
have produced students \v ho kno\.v 
little in common, who have virtually 
no respect for learning itself, and 
whose educators have increasingly 
given them what they wanted (one is 
tempted to say "deserved:' as in 
"The people always get the govern-
ment they deserve"). Professors and 
colleges do not escape the terrible 
sword of Bloom, for the academic 
community has rent itself to shreds 
trying to be all things to all people, 
trying to serve immediate needs 
rather than long-term. 
It is no accident of intellectual 
influence that Bloom's favorite -
revered book is Plato's Republic, a 
philosophical treatise that fuses the 
pursuit of metaphysical trnth with 
devising a plan for perfect govern-
ment all under the general question, 
"What is justice!" 
Both Hirsch and Bloom are ration-
alists of a historically venerable type. 
They see the world as a place of 
brokenness and disorder except as 
human beings in reasonable societies 
may bring at least momentary order. 
They are not content that individuals 
should just find themselves, just feel 
good about themselves. As Bloom 
somewhat stridently opines, "Students 
have not the slightest notion of what 
an achievement it is to free oneself 
from public guidance a.'ld find resources 
for guidance within oneself' (66). He 
does not say that students don't think 
they are independent; they do. He 
says that they don't know enough 
about traditional learning to know 
where to tum inside themselves for 
more guidance. TI1ere is not enough 
stockpiled substance within to pro-
vide for regeneration or discovery. He 
advocates a kind of humility toward 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _1.,4f'!. 11.,-4P 
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one's own personality (whatever that 
may be) and urges the educated per-
son to find strength in his or her 
learned depth and suhtlcty. \"'\That 
stability and fulfillment can there be 
in persons who cannot deal sensibly 
with questions like "Who is your 
hero?" llf "Who is evil?" 
Bloom is finnly impatient with 
modem efforts to rid ourselves of 
distress. Finally, it is immoral: "The 
old tragic conflicts reappear newly 
labeled as assurances: Tm OK, you're 
OK.' Ounce is all the rage these days, 
but it docs not mean what it used to 
mean ... [W]hen the word still had 
some shape and consistency, a dif-
ficult choice meant to accept difficult 
consequences in the fonn of suffcnng, 
disapproval of others, ostracism, 
punishmesnt, and guilt ... Now 
when we speak of the right ro choice, 
we mean that there arc no necessary 
consequences, that disapproval is 
only prejudice and guilt unly a 
neurosis. Political activism and 
psychiatry can handle it" (228). 
Bloom is blistering in his attack 
on the homogenizing effects uf pop 
psycholos'Y and our attempts to 
abolish guilt, God, and even death: 
"In philusophy and murals the 
hardest and most essential rnlc is 
'You can't eat your cake and have it 
too ... ' Socratic dialectic rakes place 
in speech and, although dr~mn for-
ward by the search for svnthesis, 
always culminates in doubt" (22). He 
strikes a blow for the continuitv of 
human nature when he protests that 
some things cannot be calmed away: 
"Man has always had to come to 
terms with God, love and death. 
They made it impossible to be per-
fectly at home on earth. But ... God 
... is now dead. His place has been 
taken by the sacred. Love was put to 
death bv psychologists. Its place has 
been taken by sex and meaningful 
relationships ... It should not be sur-
prising that a new science, 
thanatology, or death with dignity, i:; 
on the way to putting death to 
death"(230). It is not, he contends, 
that Americans arc really coming to 
terms, rather, that we are forgetting, 
ignoring, the implacable truths: 
"Forgetting, in a variety of subtle 
fonns, is one of our primary modes of 
problem-solving. We are learning to 
WACALAC book I had suggested 
in last year's CETL Newsletter. 
What do we want to know, and 
1 l 11 1 •.I 1 1 now sna11 we Know 1r \mucn tess 
when)? - these are the questions we 
all should deal with every day. No 
easy answers will serve. Depth and 
subtlety are not cheap commodities. 
The future is never so clear as we 
may think at the moment we decide 
to offer or take this course or that, to 
pursue or avoid this teacher or that; 
"He says that they don't know enough 
about traditional learning to know 
where to tum inside themselves for 
more zyidance. There is not enough 
stockpiled substance within to provide 
for regeneration or discovery.'' 
'feel comfortable' with God, love and 
even death'' (230). 
It is a tribute to Bloom's clarity and 
forthrightness that his influences are 
so obvious, two of the most conspic-
uous being Plato's H.epuhlic and "the 
guns at Cornell," his traumatic 
experience during the rebellion of 
April 1969. The sarcasm of his 
language, obviously appealing to a 
large number of book-buying 
Americans nowadays, the bitterness 
of his learned attack on students and 
professors, and the undisguised desire 
to have students know what he 
knows, all make this book exciting 
reading, rich for discussion, and 
perhaps a good nominee for the 
thus we must rely in some measure, 
perhaps mostly, on the lessons leam-
able from the great minds of the past. 
That truth seems too obvious to say 
to anyone who would be reading this 
review in the first place, but maybe 
the obviousness and mrespon-
siveness of the educational system is 
what produced the cranky tone of 
Bloom and the somewhat superficial 
"list" approach of Hirsch. 
Maybe it is in our efforts to find the 
extraordinary thing to do - our 
desire to strive conspicuously that 
higher education misses the obvious, 
which is to enable well-educated 
teachers to meet their students and 
teach them what they know. cj 
THE CE 
I 
TRALITY OF TEACHING 
THE UNIVERSITY 
Dr. Betty L. Siegel 
President 
Kennesaw GJ!lege 
Excerpts of a speech delivered at the 
Luce Lecture Series, Wake Forest 
University, Winston-Sal::m, >lmth 
Carolina, and /mer a[>J>eLmng in 
Viwi SjJeechcs, April 15, 1984. 
Huw shall we hegin! It is to teachers that we must turn tor an education committed 
to improving the qualit\· of life, for it 
is largely through their efforts and 
their behavior that education cm 
help meet the challenges ()four 
times. As Faulkner charged writers 
not to forget problems l if the human 
heart, we must be charged at the 
university to remind ourselves of 
what Faulkner calls, "the nld univer-
sal truths of love and h, mesty, pity 
and pride and compassion and 
sacrifice'.' Tc) unite our knowledge 
with commitment and to affim1 the 
selfless and caring art of teaching. 
In J. D. Salinger's Sc:nnour, An 
Introduction, Buddy Glass, age 40, 
considers his own career college 
teaching and compares it to a religious 
calling. "I have a nine o'clock class" 
he concludes. "I know not always, 
but I know - there is no single thing 
I do that is more important than go-
ing into that awful Room 307 ... 
(The students) may shine with the 
misinformation of the ages, but they 
shine. This thought manages to stun 
me: There's no place I'd really rather 
go right now than into Room 307. 
Seymour once said that all we do our 
whole lives is go from one little piece 
of holy ground to the next. Is he 
never wrong?" 
Tc)llay, our religious calling to teach 
seems less compelling, somehow. Tt1e 
professional efforts we now expend in 
research, committee work, and 
''The central 
mission of the 
• • • un1vers1ty ts 
teaching!' 
administrative duties (all attributes of 
the factory-efficient organization we 
serve) gamer more reward and 
recognition than teaching. 
Further, some of the joy seems to 
have gone out of education today. 
Along with the pressure to publish, 
endless committee work (''changing 
generdl education is like moving a 
cemetery"), and a plethora of advis-
ing and administrative duties, we 
have an unprecedented diversity in 
our classes tcxfay. We grow testy with 
our own insecurities and failures to 
ignite the new breed of learners to 
feel as passionately as we do (or did) 
about our subject. "The classroom 
1 1 t r 1 excnanges orten oecome as rorma1-
ized and as deadly as routine sexual 
relations in a long-suffered marriage'.' 
More importantly, as we deny the 
centrality of teaching in our lives, 
and in the life of the university the 
effect can only be paralyzing. 
All this is not to denigrate great 
research, but we need to put it into a 
proper perspective. The central mis-
sion of the university is teaching. 
Leaming takes place in an atmos-
phere that makes self-involvement 
likely. Teaching, then, is the facilita-
tion of learning. Certainly, the per-
sonal dimensions of teaching should 
be considered in our evaluation of 
prospective candidates for teaching in 
today's university. The success of 
the teachers will depend not only on 
what they know, but even more on 
the kind of person they are and how 
effectively they have k 
behave in their 
teaching. Teachers should be 
recruited who see themselves and 
others in positive ways and who see 
their roles as freeing, rather than 
restricting. In an atmosphere in 
which teachers encourage students to 
discover the personal meaning of the 
subject matter, teachers should also 
be encouraged to pursue the personal 
meaning and caring nature of teaching. 
Because teaching is such a vital 
human relationshir, university 
must staff its faculty with teachers 
who possess the most accurate under-
standing available about others, and 
a concern with people and their reac-
tions. This in no way negates the 
importance of the recognized task of 
teaching subject matter, hut it goes 
beyond the traditional, authoritarian 
view of the teacher as remote. mech-
anistic and completely objective. 
Good teachers from time immemorial 
have been those who not only taught 
subject matter, but who involved the 
learner in the discovery of the person-
al meaning of subject matter. In short, 
they were teachers who cared. l/j 
